brtion investigation could be suspended
+
:

By TAD WEBER
and TOM TREPIAK
staff writers

The main focus of the UPD investigation
isto identify
the number and names of the women who
y had abortions at the marine lab, he said.
number of women who allegedly had abor-

Vanderklis explained.
The identity of the women involved has been narrowed, Vanderklis said, to where the UPD has “a

‘*1*ve heard rumors from the local media that the
number of women who had abortions ranges from

our ability to identify these women depends on
Wallace’s
ae

ADDIE
LE
LPL
BRLE
—p.2
Students say it’s ‘fiction’

creased, he couldn’t say

tions ranges from three to 12, he said.

is in a

investigation, begun in December,

make-it-or-break-it stage this week, Vanderklis said

Monday.

However, new information the investigation has
uncovered could prove ‘‘fruitful” and warrant con-

tinuance of the investigation.
will end
want to say the investigation
“+1 don’t
this week,

because

some information

I

seven to 12," Vanderklis said. ‘‘But | emphasize
that those are rumors.

we

inhave will be productive,” he said. ‘But if thathave

“We are investigating the identity of three to four

formation doesn’t help us that much, we will
to decide if the case warrants our attention.

The basis for that number comes from information Tom Wallace, a Lumberjack reporter who first
Vanderklis said.
gave UPD,
broke the story,
‘All we know from Wallace is that he is aware of
three or four persons who allegedly had abortions,”

“I'm still enthusiastic about the investigation.

But at the end of this week or early next week, we
suswill make a determination if we will abolish,

pend or continue the investigation.”’

$0-S0 chance’’ of

them.

A lot of
anonymous.

‘*The women are r

klis said

While V

**] don’t

want to

at the lab have inhow much ;
an idea that we've gone

t to twice a
from ‘patrolling the fab. once 8
to be definite
night,”’ Vanderklis said. ‘‘It’s
because our first priority has to be the main camhere that requires

pus, and if something

of time we
our manpower, it canlimit the amount

can get out to Trinidad.
‘*] just want to say that a more concerted effort is
eee
to patrol the lab.”
will present security recommendations dealUPD
ing with the marine lab to the administration by the
end of this week, Vanderklis said.
Those recommendations will include suggestions

(continued
on next page)
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WINDING THEIR WAY through the woods, runners in the 16th Annual Clam Beach Run show popularity

event. See center spread for more

CETA employee dismissal causes unrest
ter of reprimand from CETA manage— and ‘‘things went downhill from

By JEFF DELONG
staff writer

Employee

allegations of

relations

t

problems

and

t in the

office continue with
Humboldt CETA
on the dismissal of a CETA
an

staff

member

and a possible Grand

Jury investigation.
Complaints by county Comprehen-

sive

t and

Em

Training

Act

acemployees of ‘‘unfair’’ discipli
adhertions against staff members not
came to a
ing to new vacation policies
head with the recent dismissal of senior

CETA employee Larry Miller.
Miller said he was fired after he

allowed an employee under his supervision to take a day off, according to
to
past vacation policy but cont
CETA
new
by
ned
policy as determi

;
management.
The new policy calls for CETA
employees to go through four levels of
approval to get a day off, Miller said.
Miller said, vacations were
in the past,
approved by an employee’s immediate

water

8

the employee’s

vacation, wihtce sed he received a let-

ie

The official reason for Miller’s
dismissal is ‘‘insubordination,’’ he
said. ‘*And it’s ludicrous.”’
The controversy over vacation policy
is a “‘small example of some serious

problems at CETA,"’ Miller said.
“The

administration

current

has

created an adversary relationship with

the entire staff,’’ he said. ‘‘Their style
is one of fear and intimidation.”
“That’s just an opinion,” CETA
Assistant Director Preston Pratt said
of Millers’ charge.
CETA direcPratt and Jim Flowers,
tor, took charge of the local CETA office last year.
Miller’s dismissal will soon be ap-

led through Binding Grievance Ar-

itration,

employee

“Miller

Jerry

Clark,

county

due

process,”

union business agent, said.
was

denied

Clark said. ‘(Miller's dismissal) was in
violation of his rights. | believe he’s in-

nocent (of insubordination) and in the
he will be found innocent.’
appeal will take the form of a

tribunal.

Clark,

representing

Miller,

and Pratt,
will be one member,
representing the county, will be
another.
If everything goes as planned, Clark
and Pratt will meet to agree on a third
neutral party to chair the tribunal. The
decision of the chairperson would
3
determine the outcome of the
Pratt
In the event that Clark and
upon a local individual to
cannot =
irperson, one will be apact as
pointed by the State Conciliation Service, Clark said.
One CETA staff member, who asked not to be identified, said the decision for Pratt to represent the county
at the hearing has some CETA

reprisal action after hearing testimony
are ‘‘nonsense.””
The whole issue over employee relations problems at CETA has ‘‘been
blown out of proportion,’’ Pratt said.
The appeal on Miller’s dismissal is
not the only action CETA employees
would like to see taken on al
ma
t abuses, the unidenti
CETA employee said.
Approximately 25 CETA employees
have signed a letter to the Humboldt
an inCounty Grand Jury requesting
vestigation into the matter, the
staff
member

said.

Pratt refused to comment on the
possibility of such an investigation.

employees worried.

1 don’t have any reluctance to
testify before Pratt,”’ the staff membe:
said. ‘‘But some employees are concerned that he _—_ take reprisal actheir testimony. He's
tion after hearing
this whole thing
s
principal
one of the
revolves around.’
Some CETA employees have started

action in hopes of

having Pratt replac-

ed, and have asked that the

be

delayed until someone else is found.
Pratt said fears that he would take

Ex-‘Dead’ vocalist
comes to life

in Arcata

See

p. 14
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Investigation in make-it-or-break-it stage
(continued trom page 1)
:
to change the lock system at the lab, which is going
through a re-keying this week. A building pass
a
is another recommendation that will be ofered.
Restrictions on the use of the marine lab was
cited by one student as a regretful possibility.

“The

thing

I’m

afraid

of,"

Russ

Gregory,

Oceonography graduate student, said, ‘‘is the biggest repercussion we can imagine, and that’s action
to restrict usage of the marine lab or to set up some
kind of security device.”

While admitting that a lack of manpower is a factor in the UPD’s ability to patrol the marine lab,
Vanderklis turned down an offer from the Califor-

nia State University and College's publid

system

coordinator for additional staff to help with the in-

vestigation.

“I felt we could deal with this problem ourselves
because it is our responsibility and because of the
confidence I have in my own staff to handle the investigation to a satisfactory conclusion,”’ he said.

While UPD’s

4

Sgt. Dennis Sousa had been work-

D

HSU

‘egal

ing on the case full time, Vanderklis, who

heads the
Seerwent cat Dace tae cnisenn
(ne d Gecartmemt

:

Stude

nts

rt
é

a

0

6s
jus

ion

t

Sousa

C

story

2

insan

ity

9

By TAD WEBER
and TOM TREPIAK
staff writers

Many graduate students in the
biology and oceanography departments do not believe abortions ever
occurred at the marine lab in

is

Caicedo

out

of

this

week

and

of us feel it’s going

true,’’

Russ

is true.
e that

was ‘‘shocked and seriously concern-

Gregory,

it’s just so much insanity.”

Three biology grad students would

not consent to an interview
at because
they believe more publicity willaddto
the credibility of the abortion allega-

tions.
“The Lumberjack doesn’t have
any credibility at all with the graduate
students or any of the staff or anyone
at the marine lab,’’ Gregory said, and
stressed he was simply on the

‘‘periphery’’ of events involving the
University Police Department investigation.
people who are very close to

aD ee Se _ —_
ee
eet
Sequoia
AutoSy pply
q

ed’’ when he first heard rumors that abortions
occurred in the lab.
**Should any of the Saiom turn out to be
tual, you can rest assured
that we will take all
propriate action against the person responsible
such illegal acts,’ he said.

it don’t want to say anything and

don’t want to talk to The Lumberjack.’ ’

FCraduate

students

regular daytime hours (7:30 a.m. to4
while

undergraduates

use the

lab on a restricted basis after hours.

About

10-1$

of

the

72

biology

paren students use the lab regulary.
“*It
—_ minds
would
—_ marine
people

blems

seems remote in the students’
that something like (abortions)
occur,” John De Martini,
lab director, said. ‘I believe if
put their minds to do just

about any act in any place, that
there's a chance the act will be consummated."’
A “‘family atmosphere’ and pro-

aduate

as

reasons

students

who

why

work

most

lab ‘‘feel the whole thing is fiction.”

**We keep track of who is (at the

marine lab,)”’ he said. ‘When you’re |
there

(at

night,)

sibility for the

you

have

respon- |

entire lab... When

take on that much responsibility,

mates going to be damn careful.”’ r

Gregory described the ° students
who work at the lab as “‘family.”” He
said the closeness would not allow someone to perform abortions without
others knowi
**You a
scheduling
pro-

blem to do any surgical work here
because how would you know you're
not being walked in on?’’ he said.
(continued on page 13)

Matthews
Art & Photo Supply
Printmaking Paper Sale
reg.

price

German Etching 30242

$4.11

3/85.00

on foreign and domestic car parts

Murillo

$2.18

5/85.00

Foreign Car Parts

Copperplate

$1.89

5/$5.00

$1.13

8/95.00

Arcata 829 oth st. 822.2411
Eureka 215 atn st. 442-1786
McKinleyville 2015 central ave. 839-1786
Mon-Fri 8-5

Sat9-4

facapfor

at the

Student Discounts

at 7th & E in Eureka and Arcata store

had

in scheduling were given by |

Gregory

have

_ unrestricted use of the facility after
pm)

to get anywhere. i

SEBL Proudewt Rltnae Mtn eid in. etatement that he

the investigation in the meantime.

pammegnae graduate student, said.

“I think

town

ollite cue en

Seales are not satisfied with the way the in_ vestigation has been conducted.
*(Students) are very u
at the way it’s been
handled because they
felt UPD m
charges
—_ against them without any evidence,’ Gregory said.
**Now that these allegations have been made, none

There is no way that we

alms

$

is

““We can’t believe the story

i

in Trinidad, site of

abortions.

Trinidad.

C all

.

LAB

unavailable for comment. Lt. Jemes €, Halesbuswaslo
heading

:

allow for the investigation.
“*We cut back on the time for the investigation in
part to the difficulty we’ve had in substantiating the
allegations,”’ he said. ‘‘To tell you the truth, we
haven’t been able to establish if a crime has occurred. We haven’t been able to talk with anyone.”

MARINE

27%x39%

30x42

Arches test
100% rag 25%2x40

subject to stock on hand.

1507 G St. Arcata,

422-2942
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Campus fire alarm system gets some heat
Police rely on ‘obsolete’ setup with manual boxes in buildings
Th |

>

(|

O hea
ewig.”

|

Asie”

By ANNEK. PALMER

ing hours, the campus
police must wait
for a fire to eee ove
to be

The HSU
fire alarm system is
*‘simplistic, deficient, outdated and
unreliable for the most part,’’ University Police Lt. James Hulsebus said.
‘The system indicates things besides
fires. If something such as an
line
occurs, the alarm will sound in UPD
headquarters. The alarm will continue
to sound until the system is fixed, so it
will be silenced,’’ he said.
This can cause problems because the
alarm will not sound again once it is
turned off. If there is a fire, the only
way UPD will know is if someone hapvom to look at the panel or someone
Ss.
The alarm sounds in a building
when
the lever is pulled on the manual
boxes
“We are only going to get an alarm
when someone is in the building to pull
a box,’’ UPD Sgt. Robert Jones said.
The buildings are unattended from
1:30 a.m. until 7 or 8 am. In the morn-

**We are not worried as much about
the false alarms we are
getting as the
fact that the systemis down and we

_ staff writer

©

Leasingof recreation sites ready

don’t get a

alarm,’’ Jones said.

The system has been malfunctioning
for four or five years, roughly half the
system’s life.
**1 don’t think (the university) realized the system was as bad as it is. It reaty came to light with the Forestry
uilding,’’
Hulsebus
said.
Tre
Forestry Building was set afire by an a‘sonist two years ago.
The problem came to the attention
of Jeff Dragila, state fire marshall,six
to eight months ago. He said the
system meets minimum requirements
and a
to be unreliable. He has
asked for a list of all the times it has
malfunctioned.
He also requested that the system be
fixed so it is functional all the time.
**It’s not an imminent hazard. It does
function in all the buildings. But it is a
waste of manpower and a nuisance,”
Dragila said in a phone interview.

Harland Harris, director of Housing

and Food Services, said the system has
never worked properly. Housing services has a panel which corresponds to
the
in UPD.
Lionel Ortiz, assistant director of
plant operations, said the system is as
The council will also conduct the reliable as any system if it is maintain1979-80 fiscal year audit.
ed
properly.
The meeting begins at 8 p.m. in the
Fhe 8
is obsolete, Ortiz said,
at chambers of City Hall at 736 F because it is not automatic. He said the
problem is a high-maintenance system.
When the alarm sounds in the police
station and there is not a fire, Ortiz
said it’s because the system monitors
itself and finds a
problem.
UPD is trying
al sources of funding
to finance a computerized system. It
will have heat sensors and smoke detectors.
The system will have an intruder
Your lucky number may be seven if
alarm
and an automatic door-lockin
you want to borrow money. Interest
rates for guarantecd and insured stu- device. A controlled-access device will
dent loans will rise ‘rom 7 percent to 9 institute the use of cards instead of
to get into buildings.
cent
for firs. time borrowers. keys
system will have an environmenlowever, first-tin.c borrowers during
tal
control
device
to regulate
this academic yea" who attended HSU

Council to vote on park agreement
Management and Parklands Initiative.
The initiative permits the use of up to

$1.6

million

harvesting
ae
the

of

tes.

of

revenues

from

the

timber in city forests
formation of new park

The council will also consider an ordinance to adopt a uniform solar
energy code.
“‘This
technical
regards
building
Roger

By ED BEEBOUT
community editor

The establishment of new park sites
in Arcata may be one step closer after
tonight’s meeting of the Arcata City
Council.
The council will vote on an ordinance authorizing an
t between the city and the Arcata Public
improvement C
tion for the leasing
of new park sites.
“fthe proposed lease stems from the
1979 passage of the Arcata Forest

CLONE

HOURS:

ordinance simply
provides
informationand guidelines in
to the city’s solar energy
requirements,’’ City Manager
Storey said.

Two more homes will be designated
under the city’s Historic Preservation

Act
— 67 E. 1ith St. and 68 E. 12th St.
The awarding of a timber sale contract is also on the meeting agenda.
**We will award a saw mill a contract
to take deliveries of timber from the
community and Jacoby forests over the
next five years,’’ Storey said.

Student loans
available

at least halftime during the fall quarter

a.

If the new system sounded
will be able to obtain a loan at the 7
alarm,
it would tell which part
percent rate, as well as any fuiure loans
building
the fire was in, and it
at that rate. For more information conalso
give
a computer print-out
tact HSU’s financial aid office at
what steps need to be taken.
826-4321.
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* Huge Submarine Sandwiches
16 Different Kinds

= Service

3 Vegetarians

* Humboldt’s Biggest Char-Broiled Burgers
Fresh Potato French Fries
* No Microwave in Use
* Quality Food at Reasonable Prices
% Daily Happy Hour 4 to 5:30 p.m.
% Locally Owned and Family Operated

x At the Right Foot of the Foot Bridge

Find out why Our Customers
Keep Coming Back !!!

973

H St., Arcata

622-0198

Antique Furniture, Etc.

a fire
of the
would

to tell

Let’s9 tell it like it was

tly, we need to reestablish an absolute respect
for life. This could be achieved
with a human life amendment
to the U.S. Constitution.
The human life amendment
—
protect A. human rom concept
to natur
death —
thus eliminati
abortion,
infanticide an
hanasia
The human life amendment

Editor:
The United States is proud
to be a world leader with a

depot, comparable to operations in Vietnam. The corral became the epitome
of the attitudes at large, just

i
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DISCLAIMER. Opimors expressed im The Lumberjack are theee ef a majerty of the
@dntorwal beerd and ere net necesserty these of the stall, the university or the

born and would prevent that
war from including the hanGossees disabled, mentally
ill
the
\
A human
life amendment is
truly a
of respect for
human

ii

Otherwise, history will continue to roll right over
not only moral issues, but also those people most aftected by them. And that means everyone.

.

would stop the war on the un-

ange 788,
: Hi th a

as Dachau and Buchenwald were manifestations of
the Nazi philosophy."
Now the restoration of Fort Humboldt has received
state funding. According to Norton, “If the restoration were to proceed, then | would feel, and others
would feel also, that the truth and accuracy of the fort
be manifested in its completeness, specifically in
terms of the corral. There would have to be an insistence on the reconstruction of the corral.”
Although Moore and the Department of Parks and
Recreation have expressed an interest in the feelings
of Indian people regarding Fort Humboldt, any
definitive action to incorporate those feelings
restoration plans remains to be taken. The corral
not scheduled for reconstruction.
History can be an educational experience. It
lead people to recognize craziness in the past
take action to avoid repeatingit. Sadly, the one
we've learned best from history is that we tend to
forget it
We have a chance to change that.
Actual reconstruction of Fort Humboldt won't begin
antil sometime in 1982. Those involved
in reconstrucion plans are public servants. As such they are (or
*hould be) responsive to the wishes of the community
hey serve. If the community
wants planners to address ‘moral issues,” then those issues should be

eut

2

The state Department of Parks and Recreation
recently awarded almost $400,000 to Humboldt
County — $400,000 which could be used to
perpetuate the ignorance of the county's history.
Eureka has succeeded in securing state funds for
the restoration of Fort Humboldt. As an article in last
week's Lumberjack explained, the fort played a major
role in the removal of Native Americans who inhabited this region until the mid-1800s.
One feature
of the fort which has not been scheduled for reconstruction is a corral 80 feet in diameter
which was used to imprison Indians. Many Indians
died because of overcrowding in the corral. Rape and
severe psychological stress were endured by the Indian women, children and men prisoners.
To many white historians, Eureka spokesmen and
representatives of Parks and Recreation, the fort
signifies the culture and heritage of Humboldt Coun‘ty. They wish to have it preserved as a historical
monument.
“The people of Eureka wish to have the fort
restored as a historical monument without calling attention to the very disgraceful manner in which the
white people treated Native Americans in those
tragic times," Eureka Mayor Fred Moore said.
Others wish differently. Jack Norton, professor of
Native American studies at HSU, expressed the feelings of many local indians when he said he and others
are opposed to the restoration of Fort Humboldt
because of what the fort stood for.
Norton described the fort as a “search and destroy

The Lumberjack 1s funded through edvertieing revenue, the Assetisted Studards

and the HSU journsiem department. and 1s gublehed Wednesdays during the
school year, breaks excepted Mell subscriptions ere $2.90 ene querter, $1.50
each addrtional quarter and 95 for the year.
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More letters...
Correction needed
Editor:
This week’s Lumberjack article on the Northcoast Water

Quality Control Board hearing

contains a small, but rather
serious, misquote.
4 was quoted as saying
that
‘‘dioxides’’
are produced
when the herbicide 2-4-D is
heated. The word should be
‘‘dioxins,’’ the term for a
group of toxic chemicals.
Dioxins are produced when
chlorinated
phenols such as
the herbici
2-4-5-T and
2-4-D are heated. 2-4-5-T, for
instance, contains traces of the
dioxin
TCDD
(2,3,7,8-tetrachlorodibenzodioxin) which is one of the
most dangerous chemicals
known
to man. This
is why the
Water
ty Control Board
than no 2-4-5-T be

believe that they did not have
the right to an inexpensive,
See
and safe abortion.
Irene Juniper
McKinleyville

Questions Kasun
Editor:

Jacqueline

Kasun’s

emo-

tional right-wing conservative
everything

in the water. 2-4-D,

This
she is

(letter

thood of
gg
of

ting a woman's
choice through

t

pregnancy

Jan. 28)

ea eae
her family

of

oor

agency

1 would like to know: does

Birthright

refer

anyone

Parenthood?

Did

relative’s

arm?

was

Planned Parenthood twist her
she

S

to

than the slau.

:

-

can see, the word
ns’’ refers to much
conth **diox-

Nancy Correll
McKinleyville

to

Planned

If

chloridedibenzo-p-

ects,

was counselled to

‘
to any other
such as Birthright.

Sia, singe BE
(hexa
As

counseling.

She states that a member

when heated, can produce
other dioxins such as HCDD

aware enough to seek counseling from one agency, couldn't

View from | sf
io
.

she have also gone to another
very well-publicized agency
for
counseling
(i.e.

Birthrigh t)?
Sharchente

woman’s

final

ti

Double or nothing

me
My daughter Amy, who will have her first birthday Feb.
11, recently took her first steps. She’s
got six teeth that seem
to have come in all at once.

t

decent

abort and not anyone else’s?
Was it the pregnant woman
(or Jacqueline Kasun) who
was distressed
by the counsela
oy
is
to point out

ny

that
is
limiting our freedom of choice
by trying to influence a
woman’s decision of whether

a kick out of the story in this week’s Lumberjack
I
toddler center. The
abouto male babysitters
at the
students who work at the center
have to deal with the
aes Se © Caran Sores Ot Sees. See Sy. SNe Fe
e€
ea
‘ou see, my
ae
edie ve twtwo
o
kids oOof our own ,
lam what some of my my fellow peng po yeg rapbeg

Amazing
things, those teeth. All of a sudden the threef-food-for-79-cents don’t cut it. Now she has to
ve some of my potato chips, some.of my McDonald's
french fries, and some of my toast. Who does she think she

is?
' No, really, I’m just kidding.
My son
is 3% and is at a totally different stage.
He wants 10 know “why

we t

he has todo something when

.

I like to see that
. Kids need to
in. Remember
our parents said? ‘*
develop your independence — just don’t do it while you live
under
my roof.”’

or a case of “‘the monsters are gonna

urns

me.”’

awakened just like mom on nights like
.
But I may have sounded too
at the start of this

Kids are fun, but they're also a 24-hour-a-day job. They

do say the darndest
thi
sorry Art) and
k a real pride
*s MY daddy.’
in a when
hear ae
t
say, “*
You'll see ons day, toddler center babysitters, you'll see.

by
nar

Grvstin, OR WATE

‘GO myotes’,,,

If you are truly in favor of
freedom of choice, Jacqueline
Kasun, you
i
such as Pro-Choice inst
of favoring making
abortion illegal.

Sandy

R.P.1.

senior

=, 7

yor.

abwmenic...

Vince Callier
£

gust

SON

'T

6G
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parently

o

to

release by the U. s.

a

Survey

ee

a

aa

wae

“a a USGS bulletin entitled ‘‘Potential Hazards From Future Eru
in

dated last week.
Mount Shasta, located about 120
miles east of Arcata, is a dormant
volcano in the
end of the
Cascade Range. Mount St. Helens is
of this range.
But USGS scientists
there is no
direct
relationship
tween
the
rea
of Mount St. Helens and
7, were centered on a fault under the
lumber town of Tennant, 20 miles nor-

at

: This is t he boundary ofo f t the Medicine
and
Shasta volcanic
oe,
eight temporary seismic stations in the areato

determine if shifting magma
responsible
for the quakes.

was

walter tase t

temperatures
crack or fault in the earth’s crust will
enable the magma to move upward and
form reservoirs a few miles beneath the

give premonitory gd
if an
tion were to occur, such oe cane.

quakes,

increased

sopshermeal

temperatures, clouds of white or gray
“‘steam’’ rising above the volcano, a
glow in the night sky, loud rumblings
and darkened snow on the velenas’ 5

flanks by tephra fallout.

Tephra is volcanic ash which can ined Jan. 7 and the level of activity increased i
next several days.
On J
quakes
were recorded.
The greatest activity occurred Jan. 10
when 35 quakes were recorded. Six

oo

shook
oe the area
ies date the first

our days with
ee
ee
3.3
and 4. Oon the Richter scale.
Geophysicist Rob Cockerham told
the San
Francisco Chronicle the
seismometers should be able to detect
whether the epicenter of the
quakes
was moving to shallower level ie

this happen,

dase

the teen

bb movies

We the wurfack, and

@ volcanic

may
be near.

the release gave no details of

future eruptions would not
duce large amounts
of ash.
most likely to be
within
$0 km east
the

summit.

likely proThe areas
by ash lay
volcano’s

The greatest
would come
from
lava flows,
mudflows
and
p
flows which would affect
within 20 km
of Shasta.
areas
Pyroclastic flows are masses of hot,
dry rock te
mixed with hot
“*Pyrociastic
flows can
s
cane “hazardous because of
their
hig
eeds
and
high
s and structures in
temperatures. Ob
their paths can be destroyed or swept

away by the impact of hot debris or
associated hurricane-force winds.
Miller wrote.
war
ed plans to reduce the im-

of

future

eruptions,

Sienna

such

as

of evacuation routes and
pam
for the
He urged
evaluation of
Sey for future land use of the Shasta

area, with consideration for the effects
of a.
The USGS will monitor the seismic
—
in the Mt. Shasta area for
weeks, and will continue
geothermal studies associated with all
the volcanic fields of the Cascade
Mountain Range.
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Family coalition questions educational ae
By LEWIS CLEVENGER
staff writer

a

omen

president

i

A drastic revision of the California
educational
could
be the result

ooo

of

the

Coalition,
has
serious concerns about the
uaa feel ae: |
of the
oon

OF

pa

legislature
after revision by the Office

care of health
» not education.”’
A spokesman for the state Public In-

to

be

presented

to

the

Fee

specialist

By JOHN BRUCE
staff writer

esti ier

in

medicine, said.
Be

**Self-care’”’ is the fastest ene
approach to health care in Hum
County, a clinic doctor said.
Self-care emphasizes active involvement to stay healthy, and participation
to recover from illnesses.
Awareness of ‘‘nutrition, exercise,
lifestyle and stress’’ is what self-care
» Norman Bell, pediatrician
Door Clinic in Arcata, said.
He said self-care is
tive in

ing

oes 0

general

children,’’ Derek Pogson said.

Alternative Two has been dr
tg
peo a se
ive
public input,’’ he
i Bend wal not be lacked in the

ae

Grottng
and said
go to the
review.””

ph

q;
é

portant.
Increased

scheduled for the initial draft of the
plan, the proposal is being revised for a
second time and no further public
hearings have been scheduled, she said.
Grotting contacted Assemblyman
Doug Bosco about the matter and
Bosco indicated he was in favor of
more public hearings before the proposal is submitted to the Legislature,
she said.
Grotting said parental authority
would be eroded if the plan is adopted.
*“‘We don’t feel we need a state
‘Department of Families’ to evaluate
the family to see if we’re taking
care of

don’t realize that ultimatecomes from within the

» said.
in
Open Door
Clinic, in coopera-

utd. is sanete
swstoapes
orkshop
enSelf-Care” on Friday

s
titled a

ot Ate a he ropa he uae

at 7:30
presentation
is at the
Arcata Community Center,
Con
14th and D

**As
we
the pr
state
wants control to
the education
of all children,’’ Grotting said.
Pogson denied the woe wants to in-

Pate ae
and i
can
obtai
contacting the
Open
—
Free childcare
will be pro-

(continued
on next page)

care should be utilized, and where self-

treatment
Michael
Volen,

14H St.
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not sure that will happen,
fears ‘‘the final plan will
Legislature without any

Although there were public hearings

preventive

the Student Health Center has not
mplemented
self-care programs,
a ough
some
of this general
philosophy
is inherent in the health
care provided, Oregon Hunter, staff

nature, and the patient's attitude is im-

popularity of this new
medicine, Bell at
a
‘a reflection of consumer
involvement in
.”* With selfcare medicine, ‘‘the indi dual takes on
bility
and concern
h care and health

sa
manans
was a way Tuo st te copes
all services, including education. for the

chapter | of the Pro-Family

a
‘Mantes Pion for Setvices to
California's Children and Youth’’ ‘ts

scheduled

formation Office said in a
interview the
revision
rect that

has cost the taxpayers

Featuring:
Redwing Birkenstock Shakti
Santa Rosa Buffalo West Coast
On the Plaza in Arcata
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Males do diapers, dishes at toddler center
Kids offer sitters learning experience
se

* se +o
know how to walk.
ng is act
t over,
Oliphant and Murphy
said it provides one-to-one

By LAUREEN SCHUMACHER
staff writer

contact with

Males in the campus toddler center used to be, on
the average, 1% years old with mustaches of milk.

**Diapering

can talk to

Not any more.
Several men are working at the center as teachers
.
and babysitters.
This is not new, Carla Oliphant, the head teacher
at the center, said.
Men often work at the center as fieldwork for
and home economics classes, she said.
psychology
Several men have come just as workers this
quarter.
Parents like seeing men working at the center,
Oliphant said, although one mother took her child
from the center because of what she called ‘male
influence.”’
Dan Murphy, who has worked with the children
for a year, said the child was never in the presence
of male workers for more than a 15-minute stafftransition period.
The morning staff, comprised of Murphy, Tom
Gates, Oliphant and another woman, leaves at 11!
a.m. The all-female afternoon staff comes to work
at 10:45 a.m. Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Mina Gussin, whose child attends the center, approves of the male influence whole-heartedly.
**1 don’t want my child to be in feminine viewpoint all of the time,"’ she said .

the children.

is sn

them,”

up time; time when

t said,

Sheril Mahan, another
of the women
said she enjoys working with the guys.

you

workers,

**Some of the best caretakers I've ever seen have

been guys. The girls are fine with the children, but
often seem to take them for granted. Guys,
however, aren’t around them as much so they seem

to take more interest in them,” she said.

:

DAN

MURPHY enjoys his non-traditional
job.

ce

giving snacks and doing dishes, Oliphant

sai

“‘Tom (Gates) is really good with the kids. He
takes a full caseload (four children), but he won’t
change diapers,’’ Oliphant said.
But Gates gives his children constant attention,
she said.
He plays games with the older children that
‘‘challenge their brains,’’ Gates said. The games
na develop thought-processes and communication
skills.
The children range in age from 10 months to 22
years. To be accepted into the center, the children

Four years ago, the first man to work at the
center worked with the children, but was mainly
given ‘‘male’’ things to do, such as putting up
shelves, Oliphant said. That has changed.
The men do everything, including changing

‘(The center) . . . makes you realize what kind
of work you have to go through when you have
kids. They're not just a bundle of joy. Some people
think they
are and have a couple, only to find out
holy terrors,’’ Gates said.
they can
He said he enjoys working with the kids even
though some of them don’t recognize him after they
see him in the center all quarter.
Joshua Winant, who started work this quarter,
said he enjoys working with the children.
**1 enjoy taking them for walks and trying to
show them what you read in books in the real
world, especially,’’ he said.
He has trouble, though, when more than two cry
at the same time, because he feels he should do
something and he can’t.
David
Bricker, a psychology major, enjoys watching the children develop. In the center, he can
watch the children learn new words, get toilettrained and learn to walk.
_ “it doesn't seem like a job. You sit around playing with a bunch of kids and get paid for it. It’s a
good job,"’ he said.

State school program ‘oversteps bounds’
(continued
trom page 7)

terfere with parental authority.
The plan deals only with services,
Pogson said, and would come into contact with education only ‘‘when those
a. sa directly interfere with school

The state would intervene only if a
child was not receiving an adequate

issue,’’ he said.
te oy said right now he had no
definite date when the revision might
be released and does not know
what

form the final draft might take, other

than the deletion of Alternative Two.
The original draft called for two
possible options.

education, proper health care or was

physically or emotionally abus—
said
ed
said she was sete =
ne
issue placed on the agen
getting the
of the Eureka City School Board two

weeks ago.

Edward Del Biaggio, chairman of
the school board, said in a telephone
interview the board had discussed the

—.

but

no

official

position

was

taken.
Although the first draft has been out
for some time, Del Biaggio said no one
— legislator or public official — has
come out in support of the plan.
**| feel it’s pretty much of a dead

‘*I feel it’s pretty
much of a dead
issue.”’
The first option allowed
a revision of the present system with emphasis on improvement of administration, cutting down waste, and better
coordination between agencies
viding services to ensure all California
children have access to the services.

1027 “I” St

The second option, which has been
dropped, Pogson said, would have
divided the
s into age
;
0-12 and 13-18,with superane ‘cervios
programs available to each.
Alternative Two would also have
given the families the further option of
selecting between a ‘‘neighborhoodbased system”’ or a so-called ‘‘familymanaged’’ system.
Under
the neighborhood-based
system, the board of supervisors of
each county would specify limits of
neighborhood boundaries ge
|
between $00 and 2000 students.
health
and welfare services provided by
federal, state and county agencies
would have been based within those
boundaries.
This would have made all services
available to children within those
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nis coupon and your - tudent
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WASH HERE
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your

neighborhoods and more accessible to
all children.
For those who would not want to
participate in the neighborhood
system, the family-management option
would enable them to develop or purchase their own programs, consistent
with state guidelines.

apply

sites

822-5994
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studies,
and other suc-

departments that

t attract

minorities arent well known
Other successful departments also
aren’t included in the affirmative
ac-

g

dew cen om hr compe
rom ot

campus

:

[

||

recruiters.

enhancement
coordinate
the

i
if
aE

7

action with other units on campus,””

ir? ty
: za ll

i

Burrows said.

HSU

severely

lacks

with
from U;

; |

visers and aie canes
“If the university is serious about
recruiting minority
students,
it
*t limit recruitment to natural
resources,’’ Korb said.

minority

enrollees. Lynwood Wall, director of
su
services, said more

This is ‘typical of the universit
meeting university needs, not the aaah
of minority students,” he said.

:&

5

¢

i

to

ro

=

y

Chinn said his new job iP Similar

the old one, and he has ‘‘more flexibili-

program is to increase minority enrollment by 10 percent. In order to increase the percentage of minority
students,
the university has been
granted about $95,000.
The affirmative action
plan is
broken into these components: recruitment, retention and enhancement.
The recruitment unit seeks to enroll
more minority students at HSU. The
affirmative action proposal focus is for
the recruitment of natural resources
and women students.
The retention unit seeks to ensure

formation they need,”’ Betty
Sundberg, affirmative action director,
said
The tendency is ‘‘for minority
students to not make use of the services
available,’’ Burrows said.
Part of the enhancement plan Burrows works with seeks to create a more
comfortable environment for minority
students. For this, $1,500 was earmarked for a multi-cultural campus
event in the spring.
;
In addition, affirmative action is
planning workshops with faculty, to
show what the program offers. One
such workshop was held in December
for natural resources faculty.
The workshop was ‘‘attended by
people who were sensitive,” Burrows
said, and while ‘‘it went very well, it

could’ve
—

been better.’’ Additional
with other faculty are plan-

Reasons for the low number of
minority students at HSU, Wall said,
include these:
—HSU is isolated from the major
urban centers where most minority
people live.
—There are not sufficient support
bases in the community or campus
which could help to retain minority
students.
—HSU
is known mostly for its

The
recruitment
guidelines
for
natural resource majors and women
“fare the basis from which I will
work,’’ Chinn said. He will also recruit
minorities for other academic fields.

THE
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By TAD WEBER
’ staff writer

Tc most Humboldt
residents, the words

County
American

Project don’t mean a thing.

county.
the county,
apeaice ahecting Poot
Project signifies

-spea
the Latin haan

Initially, she explained, the project
was a referral center. From that begin-

out inthe program has branched
ning,
tot
other areas:
—Translating documents and other
bureaucratic information, as well as
anything else, from English to Spanish.
English as a. second
a

uage.

—A

third dimension

American

of the Latin

Project is its immigration

service, which helps
fill
understand and
forms by translating
The project is the

Latin Americans
out immigration
those forms.
only entity in the

county that deals with

immigration,

Nazario said.
**Our immigration service is set up to
not just Latinos,”
help anyone,

Gemaian

ee

Nazario’s

eyes reflected
» under the

'

3

3

g

Americans in the county,’’ Debbie
. said.
Nazario, director of the
‘The project resulted from the belief
that this population had needs that
weren't a iat with the existing
government
Aad

z

7

taken

¢

was

two years ago after a

that there
by area leaders who fo
was a sizeable population of Latin

fsotte

part of the American mainstream.
‘The Latin American project

:I

jobs, education and help in becoming

negative revolt.

budget of $35,000,
March, she said.

**Latinos aren’t
to be complacent, though. They will want to work

into the mainstream. Hopefully, pro-

is set to end in

**1 would like to see the project con-

tinue because I think we've satisfied a
lot of needs,’’ she said. ‘‘The Latin
American population in the county will
only increase during this decade. The
same problems that exist now will be
around in the future.’’
Nazario is no stranger to encountering the unique problems minorities

Learning English is a great benefit to
Latin Americans in their job situations, she said.
‘*Most of the Latinos in the county
work in either mills or are in the fishing
industry,’’ she said. ‘‘It surprises a lot
of people that there are even Lati

sol happens is one family willg

ah

grams like the Latin American
will be around to help.”

Project

The project is located at 2928 E St.

in Eureka.

442-4564.
9
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Marine lab students, staff feel ‘victimized’
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(continued
from page 2)
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ag
“We
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would
dealing

De Martini said he did not know
why someone would want to use the
marine lab for abortions.
“1 see rationales that people are
scared and don’t want to have
something public.”’

“If these kind of things did hap-

» “‘it’s
ble
someone out there who
does
a
serious
mental
RE “a got a menace.
"t
anyone amongst
who work at the marine lab)
do such a thing. Now you're
with a total outsider who isn’t

Kate Buchan
dies
anat 76
Mo., and was educated at schools in
and Washington.
A 1922
uate of Ashland
High School in
on, she received her bachelor’s
degree from the University of Oregon
and her master’s from Washington
State College.
;
Buchanan is survived by sisters
Gayle Karshner of os
and
Kee Groves and Lova
You
of
. She is also surviv
by
s Gary and Warner Karshner.
She was the sister of the late William
Edgar Buchanan, a film and television

By GARY ROGERS
staff writer

Kate Buchanan, dean emeritus of
HSU, died of cancer at her Arcata
home Monday. She was 76.
Buchanan came to HSU in 1946 as
an English professor. She was later appointed dean of women, and held that
position until her retirement in 1968.
S
1977, the University et goad
multipurpose room was designated
t
Kate Buchanan room in honor of her
activity in both campus and community affairs.
“She was a very beloved person,”’
Virginia Rumble, secretary to President McCrone, said. ‘‘She was very
warm and caring.”
Buchanan was born in Humansville,

actor

Funeral services are scheduled at
1:30 p.m. this Saturday at Paul’s
Chapel of the Redwoods in Arcata.
Contributions may be made to Hospice
of Humboldt.

826 G St.
Arcata 822-1072
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sure when someone is going
to be
walking
in on him.
7
“*If he is such a menace and he’s
willing to take those chances, he’s Vd
ing to do it somewhere
else.
You
haven't stopped him,’’ Gr
said.
Faculty and students
feel ‘‘victimized’’ by the investigation and
press reports, De Martini said.
‘I’ve heard other faculty members
who utilize the lab say they’ve had to
put up with various remarks from
people in the community
about
‘That's what goes on at the marine
lab,’ ’’ he said.
**1 cannot say that this issue has
made me become inefficient,’’ De
Martini said, ‘‘but I certainly know
that
it hasn't
added
to my
efficiency.’’
“A lot of the students were victimized by the whole thing,’’ Gregory
said. ‘‘There were charges made: ‘We
think you did it.’ There wasn’t that
- of evidence to say something like
that.

*“‘We would
dre
from
said.

much rather have it
the public eye,”’ he

Security at the lab has not been a
major problem, De Martini said. The
only time UPD has investigated possible misuse of the facilities was when

several students used fishtanks as hot
tubs in September.

Other security problems have been
—
ones, =
as a ens
microscope w
found, he said.

was

eventually

Security problems at the 14-year-

old lab have not been anything
beyond those of the main campus,
C.A.
Vanderklis,
campus
police
chief, said.
**The security problems at the lab
have been equal to the minor problems
we've had at the main
campus,’’ he said. ‘‘Crimes in general
are acts of opportunity. If the opportunity is presented,
there is a
possibility a crime will be committed.
‘*Perhaps a person or persons who
have expertise with abortions, while
not on a medical level, chose the
marine lab because it was available.
“I still maintain that although
allegations have been made, it's not
confirmed that abortions have taken
place,”’ he said.
Vanderklis concurred with Gregory
regarding
the close relationship
students who use the lab have with
one another.
‘“‘The staff and students are proud
of

the

facility

and

are

very

dedicated.’’

Corelli Casual Sandals

19.99

reg. $28

ere are a two of the styles of sandals we have
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Former Grateful Dead lead female vocalist

Godchaux

into own with Arcata performance

comes

By BRENDA MILLER

or

wy

that set one’s feet moving

staff writer
Strangers stoppin’ strangers
just to shake their hand;

cia

under the table and

the jubilant spirit of the rest

~s: wy —

.

They performed two
Band album ‘‘Cats

Garfrom the J
Under the Star” _

**Rain’’ by Godchaux and ‘‘Gommorah”’ by Jerry
Garcia and Robert Hunter. Both songs brought
back fine memories of the Dead years, especially
**Rain,”’ which still br
t tears to my eyes.

Everybody’s playing in the heart of gold band
heart of gold band..."’ | Robert Hunter, Jerry

Garcia

During ‘‘Gommorrah,”’ guitarist Steve Kimock,
formerly of the Goodman Brothers, played the

Written on a bathroom wall: ‘‘Old deadheads
never die, they just don’t fade away.’’ Donna Jean
haux, former female lead vocalist with the
Grateful Dead for eight years, has returned to the
public eye after a two-year hiatus.
It is certainly good to have her back.
Godchaux and her Heart of Gold Band ap-

first of several excellent guitar solos. He displayed

an ultra-fine sensitivity to his instruments (he
played both electric and acoustic guitars) and his
sense of identification with the music was superb.
He is one of the best new guitarists on the music

scene.

All the band members proved themselves as excellent musicians. They are: Mark Adler on piano,
David McKay (founder of the Tasmanian Devils)
on bass, drummer Fred Anton, and backup
vocalist Greta Rose. Each one shone individually,

yet worked smoothly with the others to create a

fine cohesion. At moments, it seemed the music
would explode in its intensity and power.
They
performed a highly ages
| version of
Bob Dylan’s -= ‘Watching
the River Run.”’
Donna's own music stayed
t up there with the
oer
—
and = —
to have found a
style w
together
the varying musical
influences in her life, and takes it a home.
Godchaux first entered the professional music

peared last week at the Jambalaya, their second
public performance since the formation of the

Only
haux,

one element
Donna’s

was

late

missing. _
husband

God-

former

world
as a Nashville back-upsi

player with the Dead, was killed last Ju-

ly in an auto accident.
But I’m sure his presence was on stage with the

coat’ 7G;

a

oan

aoe more aan =

The

music,

to the delight

much

of the

7.

to capture the minds and hearts of her listeners is

Weir and Jerry Garcia on their

still there. When

deadheads in attendance, still carried some strains
of Dead influence. But Godchaux has evolved into
a unique musician and performer in her own right,

easily

clap your hands,”’ we were more than willing to
accommodate her
And now, more than two years later, that ability

quately filled.

walked

charasteristic

form of the blues the next. She virtually

albums,

out

southern

NELSON

staff writer

Some

things

in

life

are

so

—
that when they are per‘ormed, their beauty can be appreciated by everyone. The art of
mime, when performed by Zwi
Kanar last Friday night, is a perfect
example.
Kanar, who
played before an enthusiastic full
at Van Duzer
Theater, performed 11 creative acts,
ranging from a humorous portrayal
of
lie Chaplin, to a moving performance of an old woman dreaming of youth.
n his acts, Kanar’s mannerisms
and movements seemed magical.
His ability to create and remind us
of the good and bad
qualities
of
humanity
is a pri
quality.
Although the comedy acts such as
**Remembrance
of
Charlie
Chaplin’’ and ‘‘The
y Orchestra’’ were en
°
intensi» and seriousness of
Woman's Dream”’ and
and After the Atomic
them the the show

Kanar said in an interview after the
show. ‘‘But the base of mime is
. For me, mime is very
.”” he said. ‘“We live in situations oy i
—T
but the
t
ly
ways
there."’
=.
who lives in Belgium, arrived at HSU after three months of
performances in New York.
**} love New York,’’ he said.
“There are sO man
, so
ng all the people.
‘‘Mime is my life; it’s observing

‘It’s

drawl,

well-known

really

Chaplin,"’ he captured pateeny the

movements and expressions of the
late silent comedian. Adorned in the

famous

derby,

moustache,

and

cane, Kanar momentarily brought
the comic back to life.
in ‘‘An Old Woman's Dream,”’

Kanar again entered a serious genre.

He portrayed an old woman to
perfection — Kanar took her from
her sad, lonely life into a dream of

a

lovely,

young

southern

Mime Zwi Kanar says
craft tragedy-based
belle.

As

she

flaunts

and

flirts,

a

Fu

a

=

es

ze

NEU
Scie enioy the comedy,"

iF

in u

highlights.
ign “Before and Afer the Atomic

bp
aged rae yo sm
oe sere one
f-destruction of
humans. With a surreal, scary quality, he let us witness what so many
ae
Pom,
os dion —'h
ure — unless we change — is

‘‘Ace’’

individual

and

Garcia's

p. This was definitely not the case

last week.
Godchaux and the Heart of
Gold Band left behind smiling faces and
joyous
hearts, for they brought the “‘gold of sunshine’’
into a rainy weekday night.

acts have moments of brilliance. In
‘*‘Remembrance
of
Charlie

being

Weir’s

Often, a solo comeback can be disappointing
when a performer has long been associated with a

saw the Grateful Dead at San Francisco's
Winterland in November 1978. Even then, her

By RICHARD

notably

**Cats Under the Stars.’’

beautiful up here, you gu

radiated her passion for the art.
I remember watching Godchaux the first time I

Tex before joining the Grateful Dead in

During the Dead years, she also sang with Bob

, smiled rather nervously and said in that

belting out rock'n'roll one minute, and her

and then

became second si
with the
Muscle Shoals
Rhythm Section.
appeared on albums with
Elvis Presley, Neil Diamond, Dionne Warwick

theater.
“All
my
life 1 wanted
to
perform,”
he said. ‘‘As a small boy,

I used to imitate everyone

—

my

grandfather, my father — everyone.
And

in Israel, 1 studied theater in

the Kibbutz.”
Kanar’s big influence came when

he saw Marcel Marceau perform in

Paris. ‘‘Marceau was shocking.
After 1 saw him, I went to talk with
him. Marceau became my teacher.
He and Etienne Decroux taught me
techniques. Marceau was also a student of Decroux.”’
Another great influence for

Kanar

was

Charlie

Chaplin.

‘‘Chaplin had an influence before
Marceau. | loved movies with him
and also Laurel and Hardy and
Buster
Keaton.
But
Marceau,
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Chicago-style blues ja m revitalized in Eureka
By DAVE STOCKWELL
copy editor

aio Binks pea a,
‘BI

. the

quickly become a major

i
i
lg . Teper t
harmonica player /vocalist Duncan behind Albert

influence
on the local

two months at the Old Town
Mondays feature
the Street
Band. Although the Jan. 26 show was not

Collins,

Sunn

Slim,

Mike

Bloomfield

and

Ht i

But if any member can be si
ve performance, vocalist
over the festivities.
Introduced by Duncan as ‘“‘Humboldt County’s
most toe
ae
re
ran
displayed
a rare talent for pushing
to

H

5

if

Fe

ue

ple

Hi, gEaf y TCEBFE

music scene.

bl

album last year, ‘‘Lookin’ For An

Hunter belted out
blues classics by Howling
Wolf, Junior Wells and Junior Parker. During a

—Charles Horn, sax /harmonica
yer and
vocalist
with
Caledonia
(formerly
with
Rockhouse), was featured on Vi
*s album.
—Chuck Garrett is Caledonia’s

slow Little Johnny Ta
tune, Hunter stalked
the dance floor, mike in hand, howling, ‘‘I feel
like I’ve got to love somebody’s -.
Cli
—
smiled nervously, unsure if he w
attack.

F

edge of uncontrolled passion without falling. He
sang with a whiskey-coated throatiness that

®

Street
Band, a collection of local
usicians feat
Dr. Harry Duncan from San
a
ee is like a who’s who of Humboldt Countalent:
—Dan Vineyard, guitarist /vocalist, is an exAirhead and Rockhouse member. He released his

oo

revealed flashes of in

—Steve Horton plays trumpet with the local

ve brilliance.

(continued
on next page)

By LORIN RATLIFF
staff writer

I was disappointed during the first

skit of the comedy team Strucker and
Caracciolo at the Jambalaya Jan.
24—probably because | didn’t have a
glass
of cold milk and cereal
to eat
while watching the ‘‘cartoon.”’
The team entered the stage dressed in

ridiculous

costumes

playing

typical

cartoon music (Lee Strucker played the
clarinet and Nadine Caracciolo played
the ae )» a
in-

terrupted
to
y
;
After this first skit 1 was ready to
leave the crowded bar room; however,
I stayed to watch the show ‘‘We're Not
From Here."’
The one-hour show was a combination of vaudeville and avant-garde
found nothing
first few skits. |

funny about the
ee
Se

laughing at the team’s foolishness, not
it

STRUCKER
pte

AND CARACCIOLO
pe ppt

‘i

managed
a

to

overlook

the

foolishness
and discover
two skillful
and versatile
np

ie some tom wil priorsgn "Thc show, writen sndcoreograph
COMEDY TEAM: Strucker
& Caraccioto perform
“We're Not From Here.” 6:30 p.m., Old Town

Night

— Women

admitted

tree

humor. a

this time

local area, and how they involved the
audience. It helped the show, but the
skits still lacked humor.

During the break

FILM: “Koko — A Tatking Gorilla.” 8 p.m. (See
Feb. 5)
SHORT COURSE: “Markeing
for Success." given
by business administration Professor Jerome
Guffey. Meets 7-10:30 p.m Friday & 6 a.m. to
12:30 p.m. Saturday $20 fee it pre-registered
betore Feb. 6, $25 at first meeting. For more into
call HSU Continuing Education Office, 826-3711

| did not hear

many persons comment on the performance.
| do remember
hearing

Strucker and Caracciolo ended the
show the same silly way they began.
Even though I was laughing, it was not
from this foolish cartoon image, but
from the prior skit.

CONCERT : Preservation
Hall Jazz Banc. 8 pm
East Gym. $5 students
& $7 general

CINEMATHEQUE:
James

page

Stewart

pianist.
6:15 p.m. Fulkerson Recital

—
6)

1D

Borman Band

Sea.”

7:30
p m., Founde
Hall
Aud
rs

$1.50

LATE SHOW: © Jimi Hendrix.” (See Feb. 6)

Room

“OLD FACES, NEW FACES": An exhibit of trad
Om

NHE

119. For further
info cali Phil, Dept

826-4124

“20,009 Leagues Under the

Buchanan

Galleries

Hall. Free

Sun., Feb. 8

6 pm.

GLUES: Albert Collins
& the icebreskers Olc
Town Gar & Grill, Eureka Call 445-2971
for time
& price
POETRY READING: Featuring Gary Snyder Jim
Dodge and Jerry Martien 8 p.m. Van Duzer
Theater $3 donetion
at door

“Marketingfor Success." (See

POPULAR
DANCE MUSIC: J.D. Borman Band
(See Feb 5)

“Woyzeck,”

175

FACULTY RECITAL: With Hubert Kennemer,

CINEMATHEQUE:
POPULAR DANCE MUSIC:
(See Feb. 5.)

use the show was over. I

enjoyed the skits during the second
half so much that I wanted to see more.
Strucker and Caracciolo finally entertained the crowd.
I believe
the best skit was the last one
performed
Caracciolo, where she
characteri
a substitute school
teacher.
This skit was hilarious because it
lacked formality.
At one point, a member of the audience threw a paper airplane onto the
stage. Caracciolo, in character, adlibbed a few lines when she saw the

CONCERT:
Charlie Musselwhite. 8 & 10:30
p.m
Rathsketier $4 50
VOCAL JAZZ CONCERT:
6:15 p.m. Van Duzer
Theater. Free

Thurs., Feb. §

POPULAR
DANCE MUSIC: J.D. Borman Band
9:30 p.m. Old Town Bar & Grill. Thurs. Ladies

——

appeared to
in
with great comed
ential, but became more foolish the
they went on.
I liked the way Strucker and Caracciolo revolved the skits around the

uncertain if the audience laughed with
Strucker and Caracciolo or at them,
like I did.
As the lights went out and the second
half began, | anxiously awaited the end
of the show. It seemed like it didn’t
take anytime at all before the lights
were on.
Once =
I was disappointed, but

7:30 p.m. $1.90co
LATE SHOW: “ Jimi Hendrin.” (See Feb. 6.)

SKI FILM: “White Winter Sunshine.” 76
9 p.m..
Founders
Hall Aud. $2

citizens

My biggest complaint was the skits

were too long a

laughter during the first half, but | am

Sat., Feb. 7
Take it With You

Ger & Grill, Eureka.
$2.

FILM: “Koko — A Talking Gorilla.”
6 p.m., Kate
——
Room. $1.75 general, tree for senior

which will be
performed tonight at 8:30
.m. at the
Town Bar and Grill in
ureka — consisted of character sketches, pantomime and Fyn
The
team’s competency in t
areas proves to me that both comedians are
remarkably talented, even though
some of their material is not funny.
The costumes made the skits lively.
Even t
most of the costumes
were sim
in design, t
added
character to the overall performance
and helped to accomplish the team’s
goal — to entertain.
Strucker and Caracciolo gave the audience only a 10-minute break halfway
through the show. | took advantage of
=
to evaluate the entire first

Tues., Feb. 10
:

The Respectable Prostitute & Deluge

(See Feb. 9)

tional and contemporary masks College
of the
Redwoods
art gallery Feb 4.25 Opening recep
tion Fed 4.79 9m

ART:

A show of Tom Pulaski’s watercolors anc

Mark Oube's monoprints Pulaski's landscapes
of the Humboldt
Bay
area,
while
Dube
Monoprints make comment on contemporary

lite Runs
Feb 6-27 Northcoast Galery

Arcata

&

ea

16

a

ee

es
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to jazz up East Gym

Preservation Hall Band
By MICHAEL SHAFFER
staff writer

music that originated among
the
dockworkers in turn-of-the-century
New Orleans.

Shine
your shoes on the cuff
of you
pants,
Stand up,
Let your

Grab

Not to be confused with Dixieland
Jazz, Preservation Hall Jazz is an imee
eruption that synthesizes
ues, spirituals and ragtime played in
the streets, saloons and riverboats of
old Louisiana.

put your heart in it and
fingers dance!

fr spoons and release your

rhythm
the Preservation Hall
Jazz Band will arrive in town high on

the _
music.

strains of its very own

HSU will feature this famous group
of musical peddlers on Feb. 10 at 8
.m. in the East Gymnasium. The

Goad brings a historical distillation of

Trumpeter ‘‘Kid Thomas’’ Valentine
fat
the tradition of Preservation
Hall Jazz in the 1950s when his band
began playing at an old art gallery in
the heart of the French Quarter.
Preservation
Hall, a ramshackle
building built around 1750, housed a

Chicago-style blues revitalized
(continued trom page 15)

In a Howling

Wolf

Hunter stood at the edge

iF

**Evil,”’

the stage,

shaki

» hypnotic
DeMark provided a
backbeat throughout the varied
material. He sang on occasion such
obscure
tunes as ‘*
Stew’’

** Vinson, and
by Eddie ‘‘
one song from Albert Collins’ new
“If You Love Me Like You
aT
y.”"

Duncan displayed his won ane harmonica
on songs
like Sonny
Williamson's **Don’t Start Me To
Talking,”’ (dedicated to his visiting
father in the audience), and Junior
Wells’ ‘‘Little by Little.”
He
his own brandof

introducing ‘‘Rocket
88,"" telling
crowd ‘‘it’s a proven
medical fact that dancing helps stop
cancer’’ and it may turn the tide of

Reaganism. There was dancing in the
aisles
The red ‘‘Smoke’’ painted on

shoe.
ng. vineeard
Viney
terSere idas ptayiag,
nated Steve
Cropper-like guitar lines

and burning leads on ‘‘Snatch It Back
and Hold It’’ by Junior Wells and
Willie
Dixon’s
‘‘Don’t
Go
No
Further.’’
Other highlights included Allen
Toussaint’s
‘‘Shoorah, Shoorah,"’
featuring Horn; Junior Parker's ‘‘Let
the Good Times Roll,’’ with a tasty

sax/trumpet trade-off solo; and The

Meters’ ‘‘Fire on the Bayou,”” a
raucous,
-dominated tune
that sounded like a cross between early
Santana and War.
Due to time limitations, not all the
local musicians were able to jam.
Among those who did were vocalist
Bishop Mayfield — from the recentlydefunct local band Flex, who sang a
stirring
‘‘Stormy Monday’® — and
Raul
. a solo artist, who
an
appropriate blues tune about inflation.

for men &
women
open Mon. & evenings
by appointment e
Tues.— Sat.

16th & H
Cover the foot
bridge from HSU)
Open 9-6
622-7409

Fresh Tofu Made Daily
Fresh Wholegrain Bread, Pastries, Cookie
and Delicious Tofu Cheesecake
also speciality

food grocery

items

tavern during the War of 1812, became

a center for creative writers and musi-

cians, was an art gallery, and today is
an American institution, home of New
Orleans jazz.
Kid Thomas sounds his trumpet with
rather prestigious company.

Perform-

ing with Kid since the start of Preserva-

tion Hall is clarinetist Raymond Burke

who

his musical career with the

harmo
at age 6. After teaching
himself to play on a $3 clarinet, he
went to work with many jazz artists,
retaining his own distinctive style.
Worthie G. Thomas acquired the
nickname
‘‘Showboy’’
—_
a
13-year stint with the Rabbit
Foot
Minstrels. He cut his teeth on drums
but later became famous as a trombone

ore,

touring with Robert Taylor's

High Review, followed by performances at carnivals, minstrel shows
and traveling circuses. Showboy abandoned the road shows for a satisfying
career with New Orlean’s Finest.
J
(Twat) Butler has enjoyed an
env:
career with numerous
immortals and is related to
Armstrong. Butler made his first ‘‘bass’’
from a cigar box, broomstick and a
single wire. From such humble origins,
he eventually
came to join Kid Thomas
Valentine’s band, and has been a
member for 35 years.
Butler's specialty is his ‘‘Big
Lunch
Blues,” a series of soloquies in which
he serves 1 musical memories of his
ys.

st Emanuel Paul
yed
violin in a church band, swit
to
banjo to net dance
and eventuall
joined the famous
Eureka Jazz
4
Sinking roots firmly into the New

Orleans

sound,

Paul

joined

Kid

Thomas in 1945 and has been a Preser-

vation Hall fixture ever since.
Alonzo
Stewart is one of the
—
band members (a mere 62),
t has a distinguished history with the
big bands. A native of New Orleans,
Stewart eventually brought his drums
and pipes to the French
;
The piano man for the Preservation
Hall Jazz Band is Dave ‘‘Fat Man”
Williams, who started banging the
ivories before he was 5. He performed
in public during the Depression at
social gatherings, but received his first
formal training after World War Il,
along with much practice in New
Orleans nightspots.
Williams, who also writes music, has
moved in virtually all the clubs along
rbon Street.
His latest recording is
**] Ate Up the
Tree.”’
Emanuel
‘‘Manny’’
played
banjo and guitar since jazz was

te of ce se ap

a
oO
ties,
t
riverboats, recorded on Mann
Ror
and has been associated with Preservation Hall since its founding. Manny’s
vocal blues and
spirituals are a favorite
with audiences of jazz music.
mise to

and the rest of the
leave your hands atin ae

your head ringing with a evening of
—. inspiring,
music.

totally

spontaneous

Tickets, $7 for general admission
and $5 for students and senior citizens,
are available at the University Ticket
Office, Barnes Drugs in Arcata; The
Works or Wind
Eureka; or at Music
Mart in Fortuna.
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jack’s Facts

HSU whips Davis
men’s basketball
ing a 74-69 heartbreaker to
Stanislaus
State Saturday
night
darkened the cloud already
over the heads of the men’s basket
quest for the FWC championship.
With a 2-4 conference mark, the
HSU hopes of a silver lining will depend solely on their ability to win their
remaining six games.

Last weekend the team shot an icy 37

percent. Even 29 Stanislaus turnovers
failed to producea win. a
scorer
for the green
junior
was
center Carl Kirk
with 14 points.

The weekend looked promising Fri-

State (S-1) in the East Gym

Saturday night. Tip-off is 8 p.m.

An im
ve offensive display by
center Vicki Ferris enabled the
HSU
women’s basketball team to
split a pair
of conference games last
end.
The 5-10 em
ey
scored 26
nts in Satu
oe
win over
islaus State.
also tallied 19
nts in a losing cause (80-66) to UC
vis the previous night.
Saturday’s win halted a three-game
losing streak and improved the team’s
Golden Stat e Conference
record to 2-5.

wrestling.

day night when the ‘Jacks handled UC
Davis 84-72, getting
a combined 40
ints from seniors
McNutt and
vid Reese, who also added 13 rebounds.
The ‘Jacks host conference leader

Chico

women’s basketbalf

The Lumberjack wrestlers dropped a
24-9 decision
to No.!
ranked

Bakersfield State College last Thursday

night

in

San

Francisco.

However,

cah
apyothth thethe "Jacks"tacksperfor
pertoomance.
meae
“I'm not upset with

(the loss).
They’re the No. 1 team in Division 2;
we wrestled them ou
_ he said.
Mike Arms wrest
e
ionally
well, Cheek said. The
|
pound

Probably the best quote | heard in a
time came from the new women’s
t
coach Dave Wells a couple of

on

the

HSU campus also require work off the
Several of the teams, not officially
recognized by the university, must find
their own ways to fund the seasons

opunel

hich

spr fos othe cube3
ici

in just lik
of the clubs do
this by having
events.
Just last weekend, the men’s
volleyball club raised just over $800

following

night,

HSU

took

All-Americans
Marty
Nellis and
Adrian Smedley captured thirds and
Keith Hawks
fourth.
aes aa
aa. came
previousnight over ¢
umberjacks,
were the champions.

swimming
Even though

the nationally ranked

Chico women’s swimmers brought half

its team for last Saturday’s contest in

the HSU pool, they still defeated the
Lumberjack swimmers,

Have funds, will trave/
sports

The

fourth place in the California Collegiate Championships. Arms came
home with the second-place trophy;

un

Clubs support themselves

;

junior beat BSC’s Mark Loomis, who
was previously 15-0 with 15
pins.

weeks ago when he was asked how long

the team would remain undefeated
this
season.
**We'll remain undefeated for the
next two weeks until we have our first
meet,’* said Wells. ‘And we should remain undefeated after that because

that’s our green and gold meet.’

;

The HSU
swimmers
will host
Southern Oregon State Saturday at 10
a.m
want to win this one,”’
coach Pam
Risenweaver said.
Last weekend's loss to Chico was the
third conference defeat for the ‘Jacks.
They've defeated San Jose State for
their only victory of the season and
have yet to win a meet in Golden State
Conference competition.

baseball
The baseball team lost its three-game
team
one game
Saturday,
losing
10-7,
and went on to lose both
Sunde y doubleheader games, 3-2 and

Last weekend the ‘Jack's games

—
University of Pacific were rainout.
Today, the ‘Jack's play College of
~ Redwoods ty ol one game.
weekend ¢
y a threegame series at Sonoma State.

t

s

tennis) "and

Dave

Wells

erili bE

fessional
fans,
=
may "Gennte its
eae Oa Gro reams in due

er

Beware,
Humboldt
ee

af

Roz
, Al

!

ll

Diann
Laing
and
ae
Manes
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if

Several of the other new coaches in-
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i
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There may be in the near future. But
this season two former ‘Jacks baskettried out for two clubs in

i2 =

This academic
remembered as
'.

e

rE

pee

S

Women’s soccer team:
when it rains, it pours

1981"
4; .
1B _he Lumberjack, Wednesday, Feb

Women’s assistant basketball coach low-key

wi|nning
not g
, r
e
ning
b
lear
forn
lookse
Gold
staff writer

Roz Goldenberg is not a “win or

else’ fanatic. She loves to win, but is
low-key about won-lost records.
Even without the philosophy many
coaches live b , Goldenberg does quite
well as the
HSU women’s assistant
basketball coach.

_ She has coached at Burbank and Encino Holy Martyr high schools in Los

Angeles. Goldenberg, 23, took the job
at HSU while working toward
master’s degree in physical education.

She sees herself as a teacher, providing basketball insight, while helping
players develop as students.
“Coaching is the ideal

After graduation in 1979, she coached

situation,”’ she said. ‘‘You have a
small number of students during a long

By MARK SILVA

teaching

a girl’s team at Encino High School in

period of time.”’
grew up in Southern
Golden
Her parents encouraged
California.
but did not push her into sports — nor
petition.

pon ay

learn what qualities to
also learned

In
Sun V
ball team
20-plus

a

She

i

continued

while majoring

to play

that

mistake

to stop and check out the campus. Like
many people, | fell in love with the

two

beauty of the area and decided to come

seasons. She received a basketball
scholarship to Cal State Northridge in
Los An

make.

Goldenberg enrolled at HSU after
the area one summer.
thr
**] was just driving through this area
a couple of summers ago and decided

coaching

over

game

never

n.””

played on the
rls’ basketaveraged

school, she
High
in Los Angeles.
points

exjob was a real
“My first coaching
only
was
‘‘I
said.
she
me,”’
for
“—
9, and made a lot of mistakes. I tried
to be one of the ‘girls’ rather than bea coach for the girls to learn from. |
ing

back and work on my master’s here,””

she said.
Goldenberg said her role as assistant
coach is ac
‘

basketball

in PE at Northridge.

“I have a lot of respect for Diane,”

she said, referring to Diane Lang, HSU
women’s basketball head coach. ‘‘I’ve
learned a lot about coaching since I’ve
been here.””

Goldenberg also officiates local high
school basketball games.

“I feel I’ve become a better coach
through officiating games,’’ she said.
“I can tell my players what officials do
and don’t look for during game situa-

S.

Though the HSU women’s team has

a 1-6 record this year, Goldenberg said

the team has become emotionally close
because of competition.

**I think all the girls would agree this

.”’ she said. ‘I’m still trying to
find my own philosophy. As a coach,
of course, | want my team to win, but
not at any cost. You have to live with
yourself and the things that you do.”
She said there will always be some
connection in the future for her with
athletics.
“Teaching in the field of sports is
something that is very close to my
heart. | could never see myself getting
out of this field. 1 love it too much.”

has been a good experience.
They've learned a lot about basketball
and themselves, but | hope they don’t

limit themselves to basketball. | hope

im

are
they broaden their horizons.
S,
all individuals, but their
frustrations and goals are often the
same.”’
Goldenberg is not sure she has a
‘‘coaching philosophy.”’
a lot to
you are coaching has
o
do with your attitude toward the
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Dance, smile, jazzercise
for fun, fitness, figure

By DEBRA FLEMING
staff writer

. hollering,

and

Students, housewives,
smiling.
and even the
men,
business

Browns are doing it.

It’s Jazzercise, a body conditioning
Missett of La
ere created by Judi
in 1972. The professional dancer
J

was teaching a movement

class at a

Southern California YMCA when the
craze caught on.
Mary Claire
“It’s contagious,"”
instructor in
rcise
Jazze
Gunderson,
Arcata, said.
After experiencing the involvement
of music and energy Missett’s class
provided, Gunderson knew she wanted
to be part of the program. Last
a LoyolaGunderson,
January
graduate,
tion
nutri
t
Marymoun
brought Jazzercise to Humboldt CounThe program has grown from 40 to
700 students. Gunderson has selected

peppy

dance

movements 1 tur what

to fun 5

-

good, fun way to workout,”
“Ita ’s
Linda Guild said. ‘You
tor
instruc
don’t realize just how much you are
doing or how fast time goes by.
45-mi' nute class to
from ‘‘rock to ragtime.”’

ae
m
routine

ALL TOGETHER NOW-sbout 600 poopie ik
is choreographed

for a specific pur-

men t and
works students to the

es

yedee
to leavemyon a yshappy

note,”’

,
Guild said.
and emomental se
s ci
er
provide
Jazz
offers,
s
no other
tional fitnes
allows
Gunderson said. The

5 The instruct or sense of well-being through
said.
sheng,
and then up and vocalizi

moving

;
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**It’s a 45-minute mental vacation,’’

for one more standing routine to get

“We
PoThe first two warm-up routines are ag

periodof 15-20
followed by a
work, and
minutes of
then a cooling down period. The proeam comeis nantes een

Coury

"can

ormer

wien

Ses
, the in» making eye
wi
rg

EL
gy
Pi
_follow-the-leader
structor faces her

everybody

example
rten

son

competitive

for

strive

‘‘We

said.

'

We

atmosphere.

permi

a

F

nonremind

the students to pace themselves, tune
into their bodies.”’
A two-hour ‘“‘wild and wooly’
jazzercise workout was held last Satur*s first anday to celebrate the

‘ounty. A ‘‘sea

ni

in Hum

tion,

Guild said. Five hundred bending

.”’ men as well as women,
of
participated in the anniversary celebra-

bodies filled the HSU West Gym.
‘*A lot of people were exposed to the
for

the

first time.

Women

t their husbands, other students

brought their friends. Everybody had a
great time,”’ Guild said. “We expect
even a bigger turnout next year.”’

:
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Jazzercise
crazy. 't
get dn
said. ‘I coul

,

class last

room

f

but not my real pleasure,”

Gunderson

>

Zelezny were recently certified as inclasses
teach
They
structors.
the county, from Rio Dell
.
to Mc
Jazzercise is not Gunderson’s first
involvement with dance.

